
Summary 

Phase One  
 

1. Stack in middle  
2. All dps and tanks kill adds in order of priority: 

 Emperor's Courage; (Small guys with Shields; slow & kill from behind) 

 Emperor's Strength; (Tall guys that swirls around and slam the ground in front 
of them causing damage and stunning; Kill) 

 Emperor's Rage; (Med Size guys that fixate on one person; Kite, slow and kill) 

3. Slow and stun when possible (all CCs work on Rage & Courage)  

Phase Two  

Tanks 
1. Tanks pick up bosses when they spawn Jan-xi and Qin-xi. 
2. Pull bosses to front corners asap. 
3. Tanks be ready for Devastating Combo (5 attacks) when energy bar is at 

20. 
a. When the boss swings his weapon back over his left shoulder, he will strike the 

area to his right. 

b. When the boss swings his weapon back over his right shoulder, he will strike 
the area to his left. 

c. When the boss holds the weapon pointing forward, he will strike the area in 
front of him. 

4. If tank successfully avoids all attacks hit the new extra action button 
Opportunistic Strike this deal 500,000 damage to the boss.  

5. Pop CDs during Titan Gas 
 

Healers & DPS  
1. Continue to kill adds same order as Phase One. 
2. Don’t stand in stuff and move away from Rage if it is on you. 

 

Titan Gas 
3. Finish off adds  
4. Stack and focus high dps on boss (shared health) 
5. Pop CDs and Shields 

 

Call outs needed: 
1. Call out when Courage Spawns 
2. Call out when to stack.  
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The Will of the Emperor encounter is a two-phase fight that needs to be 

activated by interacting with the control panel located next to the fighting area. After the 
activation, you have to wait for 25 seconds before the fight really starts. 

Phase One - 

All the adds, including the bosses, will spawn from alcoves in the large wall that forms the 
rounded part of the arena. Each type of add always spawns from the same alcove, and each 
alcove lights up red for the 5 seconds before an add spawns from it. 

 Emperor's Rage - Their only ability is Focused Assault, which causes them to fixate 
on a random raid member, and do nothing except walk towards that target. Upon 
reaching their target, they perform mildly damaging attacks against them.  

o Emperor's Rage adds can be killed, slowed, stunned, and they are generally 
susceptible to all forms of crowd control. 

 Emperor's Courage spawn from alcoves located at the sides of the arena. Their only 

ability is Focused Defense, which causes them to fixate on one of your raid's tanks, 
and do nothing except walk towards that target. Upon reaching their target, they hit 

them with Impeding Thrust.  

o Impeding Thrust is a damaging attack which stacks a debuff on the target, 
slowing their movement speed by 25% for 10 seconds, per stack. At 4 stacks, 
the target is unable to move. 

 Emperor's Strength spawn from alcoves located half-way between the center and the 
sides of the arena (they jump from alcoves located above ground level, so to see them 
lighting red you need to look up). They have normal threat tables, but do not melee 

their main aggro target. They regularly cast Energizing Smash.  

o Energizing Smash causes the add to hit the ground in front of them, 
dealing a high amount of Physical damage in 10-yard radius around the 
impact location, and stunning all affected targets. With each Energizing 
Smash, the 10-yard radius increases by 1 yard. Energizing Smash is cast 
about once every 7 seconds. 

o Emperor's Strength adds can be killed, but they are immune to all forms of 
crowd control.  

Phase Two - 

The two bosses, Jan-xi and Qin-xi, share the same abilities. They each have an Energy 
bar, with a maximum capacity of 20. Their energy increases over time, at a rate of 1 
Energy per second, completely independent of any player action. The two bosses' 
Energy bars are synchronized. 

When the bosses reach maximum Energy, they each perform a Devastating Combo. A 
Devastating Combo is a series of 5 attacks, used over a period of 15 seconds, during 
which time the bosses no longer melee or move. Their attacks are a random 
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combination of the following 2 abilities, although the first seems to be used much more 
than the second. 

 Devastating Arc causes the boss to swing his massive weapon and deal damage in a 
large area in front, to the left, or to the right of the boss. It is easy to tell which area the 
boss will strike, as blue lights flash in that direction. The boss' animation also serves to 
clearly indicate where he will strike.  

o When the boss swings his weapon back over his left shoulder, he will strike 
the area to his right. 

o When the boss swings his weapon back over his right shoulder, he will 
strike the area to his left. 

o When the boss holds the weapon pointing forward, he will strike the area in 
front of him. 

Getting hit by this attack, in addition to the damage it deals, also applies a stacking 
debuff that reduces the target's armor by 10% for 30 seconds, per stack. 

 Stomp deals damage to players in a 12-yard radius around the boss, also stunning 
them for 2 seconds. It is easy to tell when a Stomp is about to happen from the boss' 
animation. He will lift the weapon up above his head. 

While these two abilities are damaging on their own, avoiding them has another, very 
important benefit. Whenever a player avoids taking damage from all abilities in a 

Devastating Combo, they gain the Opportunistic Strike ability, in the form of an 
extra action button. This ability can only be used once, and it deals 500,000 damage to 
the target. 

Each boss also applies a debuff to his main aggro target, called Magnetic Armor. This 
debuff is harmless when the tank is within 15 yards of the boss. When the tank exceeds 
this distance, however, he will be instantly pulled back to the boss. 

Every 2 minutes and 30 seconds, the room will fill up with Titan Gas. The first 3 
Titan Gases last for 20 seconds each. The fourth (and final) Gas lasts until the bosses 
are killed. Titan Gas has several effects. 

 It deals raid-wide Frost damage every second. 

 It increases the damage done of all melee players and tanks by 25%. 

 It increases the damage done of all enemies by 25%. 

 It stops all adds from spawning for the duration. 

When Titan Gas is cast for the final time, the adds continue to spawn during this time. 
This Titan Gas remains in the room until the bosses have been killed, and it acts as a 
sort of enrage mechanic. 
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